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About

VYNL Bikes debuted with 
the unconventional idea of offering 
simple and uncomplicated 
U.S.-made aluminium race bikes. 
Our first bike was a rim brake road 
model that proudy stuck it to tech-
nology hype. We will always offer 
this bike. Long live the rim brake. 
We’ve since expanded our models, 
each founded in our straightforward 
approach to making frames. Our 
frames are constructed of hand 
selected 7005 aluminium tubing 
and are hand welded with careful, 
skilled manufacturing. Every VYNL 
has a heavy hit of race-inspired 
geometry and will leave you 
gasping “this thing is fast!”

Made in the USA
Boulder, Colorado is our home. 
We’re a family of racers, 
passionate riders and true 
craftsmen with deep experience 
in building, painting and enjoy-
ing bikes. All of our frames are 
handmade and hand painted in 
the USA and we use local 
craftspeople whenever possible. 
We back our quality and expect 
our bikes to be ridden hard. 

Just your speed
You personalize your VYNL to be 
all your own and you’ll be hard 
pressed to find another one like 
it. We’ve worked hard to deliver 
a bike that strikes the balance 
between lively and durable. 
Now that it’s in your hands, 
there’s no holding back on 
where you can take your VYNL. 

Fast bikes since 2016



Race-bred

The VYNL Bikes approach to 
fast bikes is a combination 
of tried-and-true aluminum 
construction and clever 
race-bred geometry. The 
result is a durable and 
lively ride that's best 
described as fun.

Race-bred Geometry
VYNL geometries are different from our 
aluminum competition. The reach is a little 
longer and the stack is a little shorter, allow-
ing the riding position to feel more aggres-
sive. The combination of a classic racing 73˚ 
head tube angle and a reduced fork offset 
deliver a sweet spot between responsiveness 
and stability. Our chainstays are shorter and 
bottom brackets lower, creating a bike that 
drives corners.

Fast is Fun
Our race-bred approach to geometry creates 
a competitive ride characteristic that's 
precise, responsive, snappy and stiff.  The 
VYNL ride characteristic can be customized 
with your preference of wheels, tires, stem 
and seat post. Whatever your flavor, every 
VYNL has a penchant to transfer power, rail 
corners and rip descents. In other words, 
VYNL bikes are fast and fast is fun.

Geometry born from racing



Welcome

You’ve made the cut. VYNL Bikes is 
a small operation. Every frame that 
goes out the door is a product of hard 
work and careful craftsmanship. As 
such, we love to see how you build 
your VYNL and where it takes you. 
Stay in touch, share your build, love 
the ride. 

@vynlbikes

info@vynlbikes.com

#fastisfun

#VYNLracingteam 

You are part of the team now.



Returns & Warranty

If you’re not happy, we’re 
not happy. 

We hope you are completely satisfied 
with your new VYNL frame, but should 
you not be, we’ll do our best to make it 
better. New, unaltered and unharmed 
stock color frames are available for 
return within 60 days of purchase. This 
includes signal white, 
jet black, raw and light pink. 

For more information or to start a 
return, please see our Return Policy at 

vynlbikes.com/the-small-print.

You are part of the team now.

We stand behind our 
product and will repair or 
replace defective frames 
under our limited warranty. 

The limited warranty covers the 
original purchaser with an original 
dated purchase receipt. 

For more information, please see our 
Limited Warranty Policy at:

vynlbikes.com/the-small-print.



Safety

We get it, you 
are stoked to 
go rip your new 
frame, but safety 
comes first.

Ensure that your frame has been 
built properly and carefully. 

Check your brakes, bolts and 
axles before every ride and 
inspect your frame regularly. 

Always wear a helmet and 
follow traffic rules. 

Keep yourself visible while 
riding, especially at night. 

Because lawyers say so.



vynlbikes.com


